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"This is great! Mister Wolfs Essential Detox Pills work like magic!"

Contrary to the despair felt by Fletcher and the others, Scott and the Dragon Guards from the southern region were overjoyed.

Scott, Chad, and Jerry were originally frustrated that Leon was assigned as their leader. However, Leon showed that not only

was he brave and brilliant, the pills he produced managed to effectively counter the Reaper’s Breath.

The three finally came to realize why Alfred made such an arrangement and were all impressed by Leon.

"What?! How is this possible?!" The Poisonwielder gaped in disbelief when he noticed that Leon, Scott, and a few others

remained unaffected by the poison.

The Reaper's Breath was his ace card and he never missed his targets. To his bewilderment, the Reaper's Breath did not work at

all on Leon and the others, which caught him by surprise.

"Poisonwielder, face your demise! Die"

Scott, Oliver, and the others snapped out of it and instantly surrounded the Poisonwielder, before lunging at him in full force.

"Damn it!" The Poisonwielder's expression darkened and he immediately moved to back away from their attack.

Since his Reaper's Breath was countered and he already had the motherwort in hand, his first response was to escape out of

fear that he would be arrested or executed.

However, he immediately regained his composure when he saw that most of the Dragon Guards from the western region were

on the ground and even Fletcher and Randall were affected by the poison.

He did not know why only the martial artists from the western region were affected by the poison, but he would have never

escaped if they managed to counter the effect of the Reaper's Breath as well considering how there were two Almighty martial

artists and dozens of other powerful martial artists on the western region end.

However, with all the members of the western region branch poisoned, Scott was the only Almighty martial artist left along with a

few other SemiAlmighty martial artists.

Since the Poisonwielder himself was in the Almighty State as well, he felt no fear if he was only dealing with the southern region

branch and instantly regained his confidence.

"Scott, the few of you won't succeed in hurting me! Know your places!" The Poisonwielder sneered as the smugness returned to

his expression.

"Enough with your arrogance, Poisonwielder! Take my Hellish Fiery Punch!" Enraged, Scott launched his most powerful attack.

His attack multiplied and transformed into punches wrapped in flame as they darted toward the Poisonwielder.

"That's nothing! Take this, Earthly Barrier!” The Poisonwielder sneered and placed his palm on the ground. The soil beneath him

instantly rose and formed a wall to block the fiery punches from Scott.
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